Truck
Range.
FUSO. ALL DAY.

fuso.com.au

THE ONLY TRUCK
WITH THE SOUL OF A SUMO.
Manufactured in Japan by Mitsubishi Truck and Bus Corporation,
our vehicles represent over 80 years of Japanese heritage.
Fuso has a long-standing reputation for producing reliable and durable vehicles.
Our comprehensive range includes approximately 90 truck and bus models that can be
configured to suit your business, so you’ll always get the right truck for the right job.
But when you deal with Fuso, you get more than just a truck. You get a support package
designed to keep your business moving. From tailored finance to flexible service plans,
Fuso have your back. And with Guaranteed Buy Back through Fuso Agility allowing you to
trade, retain or return your vehicle at the end of your contract, you’re always in control.

FUSO. ALL DAY.

CANTER.
ALL DAY.

Light Duty
GVM: from 3,510kg to 8,550kg.
GCM: from 7,000kg to 11,700kg.
We have models that can be used:
With a passenger car licence (up to 4,500kg GVM).
With a Light Rigid truck licence (up to 8,000kg GVM).

Light Duty.
With its class leading features, Fuso offers Canter models to suit almost any application.
Our Canter range includes 4x2, 4x4, factory tippers, crew cabs and the next generation
Canter Eco Hybrid, all of which can be configured to meet your business requirements.
features
• C
 lass leading tare weight allowing for bigger payloads
(at a given GVM).

•  E EV rated engine that utilises the
latest technology, such as Piezo injectors.

• C
 lass leading 30,000km service intervals reducing
maintenance costs.

•  F uso’s smooth shifting Duonic
dual-clutch AMT or 5-speed manual.

• B
 est in class cross-cab access due to conveniently
located dash-mounted gear stick.

•  Multimedia SAT/NAV unit with Bluetooth and
3 years map upgrades with the ability to support
up to 3 reversing cameras.

•  E xclusive brake priority system that overrides the
accelerator for improved safety.

•

Driver and far passenger airbags.

more features on selected models
•  Front and rear disc brakes with ABS and EBD
(excludes FG 4x4 models).

•  Canter is the only Japanese factory tipper with limited
slip diff and LUG rear tyres for improved traction.

•  S uspended driver's seat for improved comfort
on all wide cab models.

 anter Super Low’s roof is low enough to access car
• C
parks with a 2.1 metre height restriction, allowing
it to go where most trucks can’t.

•

Hill-start assist on manual models.

•  Independent front suspension and rack-and-pinion
steering for superior handing and stability (413 and 515
cab chassis models only).

•  Canter Eco Hybrid utilises the latest state of the art
technology to reduce emissions, such as a compact
lithium-ion battery with a 10 year warranty.

FIGHTEr.
ALL DAY.

Medium Duty
GVM: from 10,400kg to 24,000kg.
GCM: from 15,000kg to 32,000kg.
We have models that can be used:
With a Medium Rigid truck licence (over 8,000kg GVM, limited to 2 axles).
With a Heavy Rigid truck licence (no GVM limit, 3 or more axles).
Without a log book or speed limiter (up to 12,000kg GVM).

medium Duty.
Fighter is a warrior that can hold its ground. Fuso offers a range of choices
when it comes to GVM, engine, transmission, suspension and wheelbase on Fighter
models, so you can choose the ideal truck for your business needs.

features
•  Class leading 30,000km service intervals reducing
maintenance costs.
•  Multimedia unit with SAT/NAV, Bluetooth and
3 years map upgrades with the ability to support
up to 3 reversing cameras.
•  Transom window in passenger door providing
improved kerb visibility.
•  ISRI air suspended driver’s seat for driving comfort.
•  Allison automatic transmissions on key models
to make driving easier.

•  Engine with SCR technology meeting Euro 5 emission
levels. No DPF or EGR allows the vehicle to run cooler,
improving service intervals and removing the need
to perform a DPF burn off.
•  ABS brakes with anti-slip regulation.
•  Hill-start assist on manual transmission models.
•  Driver’s side airbag.

HEAVY.
ALL DAY.

Heavy Duty
GVM: from 16,500kg to 30,800kg.
GCM: from 40,000kg to 60,000kg.
We have models that can be used:
With a Heavy Rigid truck licence (no GVM limit, 3 or more axles).
With a Heavy Combination licence (no GVM limit, 1 trailer).
With a Multi Combination licence (no GVM limit, 2+ trailers).

heavy Duty.
Metro, regional or intra-state jobs, Heavy is a workhorse that keeps going and going.
Suitable for a wide range of applications, our Heavy Duty truck is designed with
driver safety and comfort at the forefront, ensuring the highest levels of reliability.
features
• 4
 0,000km service intervals help reduce maintenance
costs and are among the longest available
in a Japanese truck.

• P
 owerful 12 litre, inline 6-cylinder engine produces
up to 455hp and 2200Nm of torque depending
on model selected.

•  Multimedia unit with SAT/NAV, Bluetooth and
3 years map upgrades with the ability to support
up to 3 reversing cameras.

•

 BS brakes with anti-slip regulation.
A

•

Hill-start assist on AMT models.

•

Driver’s side airbag for improved safety.

•  Air suspended cab and driver’s seat for increased
driving comfort.
•  T ransom window in passenger door providing
improved kerb visibility.
•

Adjustable rear quarter glass window that
can be opened.

• M
 ost models come standard with a 12-speed AMT.
Allison automatic transmission available on FS 8x4
model. 13-speed manual transmission available on
FV51 360hp model.
• H
 eavy FV 6X4 mwb with rear airbag suspension,
ideal for tipper and dog applications.

we’ve got
your back.
hassle free SERVICE SOLUTIONS.
Fuso Service Solutions are specifically designed to make maintaining and repairing your vehicle as easy as possible.
With access to expertise around the country through our connected dealer network, as well as support from our
technicians in both Australia and Japan, you can be confident knowing you’ve always got a team behind you.

Roadside Assistance Hotline.
There when you need us most, Fuso’s Roadside Assistance Hotline is a 24/7 service that is committed to keeping
you on the road following a breakdown or accident. Delivering emergency support in both regional and metropolitan
centres, the service works in partnership with our national dealer network to ensure a priority turnaround.
Roadside Assistance Hotline: 1300 426 708

A SERVICE PLAN THAT
PUTS YOU IN CONTROL.
DAY AFTER DAY.
When it comes to running a business, it’s important to know what you’re up for.
With Fuso Service Plans, you receive a preferential price on genuine parts and labour at authorised
Fuso Service Dealerships. And with a range of payment options to choose from, Fuso can
help you manage your finances and cash flow with ease.
Our Service Plans are modular with three levels of cover, ranging from scheduled maintenance
only to complete service cover (including wear and tear), so you’ll always get the right plan
to meet your requirements.
Benefits
•

Preferential rates on parts and labour.

•	Nationwide service network with 24-hour
emergency contact.
• 	Less administration, keeping your business
on the road.

•	Factory qualified and supported network
to help maintain your vehicle’s future value.
•	Flexible payment options; one up-front payment,
Direct Debit or monthly.

FLEXIBLE FINANCE TO
TAKE YOUR BUSINESS
FURTHER AND FURTHER.

Fuso offers fast, tailored finance solutions to get you and your
business on the road sooner.
Fuso Financial is the dedicated finance and insurance provider
for Fuso trucks and buses. Backed by industry knowledge and
experience, we offer a suite of options with flexible terms to
provide the best fit for your business, including:
•

Asset Hire Purchase

•

Asset Loan

•

Finance Lease

•

Operating Lease

Contact your Fuso dealer or visit fuso.com.au to find a finance
solution that works for you.
Fast Track Finance
Fuso understand that the best place for your truck is on the
road. Our streamlined credit process makes it easy. If you are
a property owner, have been self-employed for over 3 years

within the same industry and have a clear credit history,
you could gain instant approval for up to $250,000 with
Fast Track finance.
Commercial Vehicle Insurance
Cover your vehicle with an appropriate insurance policy
designed specifically for commercial vehicles.
Benefits:
• 	2 year vehicle replacement in the event of vehicle write-off
on vehicles within 2 years of the original registration,
capped to a net GST specified sum insured and limited
to the original purchase price.
• Customer choice of repairer.
•	Original Fuso replacement parts used in accident repair
situations where available.
• Cover for Australia wide kilometre usage is available.
• Vehicle hire costs following theft.

ALWAYS COME OUT ON TOP
WITH GUARANTEED BUY BACK.
If you’re thinking about buying a new Fuso truck or bus, you can get Guaranteed Buy Back
with Fuso Agility. Tailored to your business, Fuso Agility gives you the confidence and peace of mind
knowing the minimum value of your vehicle when the finance contract runs its full term.
You also have three options when your agreement ends, designed
to give you and your business complete flexibility and control.
TRADE:

RETAIN:

RETURN:

Be protected from
negative equity and use
positive equity towards your
new Fuso vehicle.

Keep your vehicle by
simply paying out or
refinancing the Guaranteed
Buy Back amount.

Hand back the keys and
walk away once excess
kilometre and wear and use
obligations are paid.

CANTER. Specifications.
RANGE
413

TYPE

4x2

515

4x2

515 Tipper

4x2

615
4x2

715 Tipper

4x2

815

4x2

918

4x2

Eco Hybrid

4x2

FG 4WD
4x2

MODEL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

W/BASE
(mm)

FEA21CR1SFAB**

swb city cab duonic

2800

FEA21CR2SFAB**

swb city cab manual

2800

GVM
(kg)

GCM
(mm)

3510

7000

MASS(kg)
ESTIMATEø
1900
1885

FEA21CR3SFAC**

swb city cab duonic

2800

1900

FEA21ER3SFAC**

mwb city cab duonic

3400

1930

FEA21ER3SFAL**

mwb super low duonic

3400

1925

FEA21ER3WFAC**

mwb crew cab duonic

3400

2165

FEB21CR3SFAC**

swb wide cab duonic

2800

4500

8000

2015

FEB21ER3SFAC**

mwb wide cab duonic

3400

2040

FEB21CR4SFAC**

swb wide cab manual

2800

1995

FEB21ER4SFAC**

mwb wide cab manual

3400

2020

FEA61BR3SFAC*

swb city cab duonic

2500

FEA61BR4SFAC*

swb city cab manual

2500

5500

9000

2595
2575

FEB51ER3SFAC*

mwb wide cab duonic

3400

2220

FEB51GR3SFAC*

lwb wide cab duonic

3850

2240

FEB51ER4SFAC*

mwb wide cab manual

3400

FEB51GR4SFAC*

lwb wide cab manual

3850

FEC81CR3SFAC*

swb wide cab duonic

2800

FEC81CR4SFAC*

swb wide cab manual

2800

6000

9000

2195

ENGINE

4 Cyl. 3.0L 96kW/300Nm

10000

2995
2985

FEC71ER3SFAC*

mwb wide cab duonic

3400

2380

FEB71GR3SFAC*

lwb wide cab duonic

3850

2395

FEC71ER4SFAC*

mwb wide cab manual

3400

FEB71GR4SFAC*

lwb wide cab manual

3850

FEB71ER3WFAC*

mwb crew cab duonic

3400

2635

FEB71GR3WFAC*

lwb crew cab duonic

3850

2685

FEB71GR4WFAC*

lwb crew cab manual

3850

2670

11000

2375

5 Sp. Manual

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm

5 Sp. Manual

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm

6 Sp. AMT
5 Sp. Manual
6 Sp. AMT

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm
5 Sp. Manual

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm

6 Sp. AMT
5 Sp. Manual
6 Sp. AMT

2360
7500

6 Sp. AMT

6 Sp. AMT

2215
6500

TRANSMISSION

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm

5 Sp. Manual
6 Sp. AMT
5 Sp. Manual

FECX1GR3SFAD #

lwb wide cab duonic

3850

2395

6 Sp. AMT

FECX1GR4SFAD #

lwb wide cab manual

3850

2380

5 Sp. Manual

FECX1HR3SFAD #

xlwb wide cab duonic

4300

FECX1HR4SFAD #

xlwb wide cab manual

4300

FECX1KR3SFAD #

xxlwb wide cab duonic

4750

FECX1KR4SFAD #

xxlwb wide cab manual

4750

FEB91GR3WFAD*

lwb crew cab duonic

3850

FEB91GR4WFAD*

lwb crew cab manual

3850

FEB74ER3SFAC*

mwb wide cab duonic

3400

FEB74GR3SFAC*

lwb wide cab duonic

3850

FGB71CR6SFAC*

swb

2815

FGB71ER6SFAC*

mwb

3415

FGB71ER6WFAC*

mwb crew cab

3415

8550
11700

2430

6 Sp. AMT

2420

5 Sp. Manual

2450

4 Cyl. 3.0L 129kW/430Nm

2430
8200

7500

11000

6500

10000

6 Sp. AMT
5 Sp. Manual

2700

6 Sp. AMT

2690

5 Sp. Manual

2510

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm+

2530

40kW/200Nm

2560
2595
2825

4 Cyl. 3.0L 110kW/370Nm

**Passenger Car Licence. *Optional weight downgrade to 4500kg GVM Passenger Car Licence. #Optional weight downgrade to 8000kg GVM Light Rigid Licence.
ø Note: Mass (est.) includes oil and water but excludes spare wheel, tools & fuel.

6 Sp. AMT

5 Sp. Manual
plus High/Low

FIGHTER. Specifications.
RANGE

TYPE

1024

MODEL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

W/BASE
(mm)

FK61FH1RFAG#

swb trans. park brake

4270

FK61FL1RFAG

lwb trans. park brake

5210

lwb auto

5210

#

FK61FL1RFAL#
FK61FH1RFAC°

swb

4270

FK61FK1RFAC#

mwb

4870

FK61FL1RFAC#

lwb

5210

+#

4x2

4x2

1424
1227

1427

4x2
4x2
4x2

1627

4x2

2427

6x2
6x4
6x2
6x4

GCM
(mm)
16000
15000

MASS (kg)
ESTIMATEø

3560
3540

20000

xlwb

5540

3625

4870

3845

FK62FHZ1RFAC

swb

4270

3845

FK62FLZ1RFAC

lwb

5210

FK62FLZ1RFAL°

lwb auto

5210

FK62FLZ1RFAH

lwb

5210

12000

20000

14000

20000

12000

20000
20000

FK65FLZ2RFAC

lwb air suspension

5210

xlwb air suspension

5540

FK65FMZ2RFAH

xlwb air suspension

5540

14000

FM65FH2RFAH+

swb

4280

16000

FM65FM2RFAH

xlwb

5550

FM65FS2RFAH

xxlwb

6500

3960

4010
4015
4030
4080

25000

6500

xlwb auto, air susp.

5550

5070

FM67FS2RFAM

xxlwb auto, air susp.

6500

5185
4900

4280
6500

FM67FM2RFAK

xlwb air suspension

5550

FM67FS2RFAK

xxlwb air suspension

6500

FN63FU2RFAM°

xxlwb auto, air susp.

6530

6 Sp. Manual
5 Sp. Automatic

6 Cyl. 7.5L 177kW/745Nm

6 Sp. Manual

6 Cyl. 7.5L 199kW/784Nm

6 Sp. Manual

6 Cyl. 7.5L 199kW/784Nm

6 Sp. Manual

32000

6 Sp. Manual

5020

xxlwb air suspension

swb

6 Cyl. 7.5L 177kW/745Nm

4745

FM67FS2RFAH

xxlwb

6 Sp. Manual

4865

FM67FM2RFAM

FM65FS2RFAK

6 Cyl. 7.5L 177kW/745Nm

3910

FK65FMZ2RFAC

FM65FH2RFAK

5 Sp. Automatic

3610

mwb crew cab

#

TRANSMISSION

6 Sp. Manual

3540
3505

10400

ENGINE

3440

FK61FKWRFAC#

FK61FM1RFAC

1224

GVM
(kg)

4980
6 Cyl. 7.5L 199kW/784Nm

5160

6 Sp. Automatic

9 Sp. Manual

4980
5115

23200

6485

FN62FK2RFAM

swb auto

4300

23500

6845

FN64FU2RFAM°

xxlwb auto, air susp.

6530

24000

6825

FN63FU2RFAK°

xxlwb air suspension

6530

23200

FN62FK2RFAK

swb

4300

23500

6735

FN64FU2RFAK°

xxlwb air suspension

6530

24000

6795

32000

6370

6 Sp. Automatic
6 Cyl. 7.5L 199kW/784Nm
9 Sp. Manual

# Optional weight downgrade to 8000kg GVM Light Rigid Licence. +Optional engine flywheel PTO. °Optional LSD. ø Note: Mass (est.) includes oil and water but excludes spare wheel, tools & fuel.

HEAVY. Specifications.
RANGE

TYPE

MODEL NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

W/BASE
(mm)

GVM
(kg)

GCM
(mm)

MASS(kg)
ESTIMATE

ENGINE

TRANSMISSION

FP

4x2

FP54SGR3VFAA

tractor air suspension

3800

16500

40000

6205

6 Cyl. 12L 295kW/2000Nm

12 Sp. AMT

FV51SK2VFAA+

mwb 360hp

4300

FV51SK2FAA+

mwb 360hp

4300

25400

50000

FV54SK5VFAA

mwb air suspension

4300

24000

FV51SK5VFAA°

mwb 455hp

4300

25400

FV54ST3VFAC

xlwb air suspension

6380

FV

6x4

FS
8x4

FV54SJR5VFAA°

tractor std. roof air susp.

3860

FV54SJR5VFAB°

tractor high roof air susp.

3860

FS52SS3VFAA+

lwb 400hp

5870

FS52SS3FAA

lwb 400hp auto

5870

FS52SS5VFAA

lwb 455hp

5870

53000
50000

24000

60000

7835
8010
7595
7700
8065
7565
7715
8825

30800

53000

9050
8665

+Optional engine flywheel PTO. °Optional LSD. ø Note: Mass (est.) includes oil and water but excludes spare wheel, tools & fuel.

265kW/1850Nm

12 Sp. AMT
13 Sp. Manual

335kW/2200Nm
295kW/2000Nm

12 Sp. AMT

335kW/2200Nm

295kW/2000Nm
335kW/2200Nm

12 Sp. AMT
6 Sp. AMT
12 Sp. AMT

fuso.com.au

Please refer to fuso.com.au/service or an authorised Fuso dealer for full Service Plan terms and conditions. Finance and Insurance available to approved business customers of Mercedes-Benz Financial
Services Australia Pty Ltd (MBFS) ABN 73 074 134 517 AFSL 247271. Credit assessment, lending criteria and fees apply. Fast Track finance approval is subject to 60 month maximum term, 30% maximum
balloon payment. Available on new Fuso products only. $250,000 Fast Track approval limit is including, and not in addition to any pre-existing financial exposure. Mercedes-Benz Insurance is a registered
business name of MBFS. Before purchasing insurance products refer to the respective PDS for full terms and conditions, available at fuso.com.au/finance. Insurance products are provided by MBFS as an
agent on behalf of QBE Insurance Australia Limited ABN 78 003 191 035 AFSL 239545. Guaranteed Buy Back is subject to Excess Kilometre charges. Fair Wear and Use return conditions apply. Retain feature
may be subject to standard credit assessment and lending criteria if you choose to refinance the Guaranteed Buy Back at the end of the Agility term. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG,
Inc. FUS0012, Valid from 1st August 2016.

